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A PROOF OF TREVES' ESTIMATES

HONG-TAEK HWANG AND CHOON-Ho LEE

O. Introduction

Since the uniqueness in the Cauchy problem for partial differential
equation was written by A.P. Calderon in 1958, Carleman's estimates
have been used in the proof of the uniqueness in the Cauchy problem
[2]. F. Treves proved the relation between uniqueness in the Cauchy
problem and solvability of pseudo-differential equations using his estimates
in [4J.

We shall prove his estimates.

I. Preliminaries

We consider a differential operator P(x, D) of order m>O, with COO
coefficients, in an open subset Q of Rn. We also consider a real valued
COO function ifi in Q. We shall use the notation ifi'(x)=grad ifi(x). We
introduce the pseudo-differential operator in Q X RI,

(l)

It is defined by the formula:

(1. 2) P~u(x, t) =i7l:f eiutp(x, Dx+iifi'(x) 10'1 )u(x, O')dO',

where u(x,O') is the Fourier transform with respect to t of u(x, t)
Co""(Qx RI).

The following Lemma and Theorems are due to Treves [4J.

LEMMA 1. 1. To every compact subset K of Q there is a constant CK>O
such that, for every real number T, for every fECo""(K) and every
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(1. 3) IliP; (eirtf(x)g(t) 11- IIgllllP(x, D,,+iq/(x) I~ I)flll
<CkL.N1t%1 (g)IIr") (x, D,,+iq/(x) I~l)fll

,,;to

where

In the statement below we shall use the following notation:

(1. 4) P/")=P''') (x, D,,+i~'(x) IDt\), aENn

THEOREM 1. 1. Let Xo be a point of Q. Suppose that, for some constants
C, T>O the following is true:

(1. 5) to every e>O there is an open neighborhood U. of Xo in Q such
that, for every u(x,t)ECoOO(U.x]-T, TD,

(1. 6) L.e-' " , IIP/")ull<CIIP;ull
,,;to

Then there is a constant C'>O such that the following is true:

(1. 7) to every e>O there is an open neighborhood U. of Xo in Q such

that, for every number ~>O and every v(x)ECooo(U.'),

(1. 8) L.e-1t%1 IIer ;PC") (x, D,,)vll<C'lIer;P(x, D,,)vll.
,,;to

THEOREM 1. 2. Let Xo be a point of Q. Suppose that, for some constant
C'>O, (1. 8) is true. Then there is a constant C>O such that the following
is true:

(1. 9) to every e>O there is an open neighborhood U. of Xo in Q such
that, for every U(x, t)ECoOO(U.xRl), (1. 6) holds.

We introduce a positive Coo function in RI, h(l1) , having the
following properties:

(1.10) h(a)/,+oo when 111\/,+00

(1. 11) there is a number d>O such' that
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is bounded in R2.
The simplest example is given by h(a)=O+lal)-d, O<d<1.
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THEOREM 1. 3. Let Xo be a point of Q. Suppose that there are constants
C, T>O and an open neighborhood U of Xo in Q such that, for every
U(x, t) ECo"" (U x] - T, TD, we have

(1.12) 2:lIh(Dt) 1<x1 P/"')ull<CIIP;ull
'"

Then there are constants "0, C'>O such that, for every ">"0 and every
v(x) ECo"" (U).

(1.13) 2:h(..) '<X'lle<;P:a)(x, Dx)v/l <C'/Ie<;P(x, Dx)vll
'"

11. Main theorems

We shall prove stronger estimates than (1. 8) and (1. 13).

THEOREM 2.1. Let Xo be a point of Q. Suppose that, for some T>O,
the following property holds:

(2. 1) to every e>O there is an open neighborhood U. of Xo in such that,
for every UECo""(U. x]-T, TD,

(2.2) 2: IIDx"'D/u/l<e\lP;u/l.
I <xl +kSm-l

Then, for some constant C'>O the following is true:

(2.3) to every e>O there is an open neighborhood U/ of Xo in (J such
that, for every z->l and every VECo""(U.'),

2: el"'IH-m ~/Ier;Dx"'vIl<C'/Ie<;P(x,D)v/I.
I ",I +kSm-l

Proof. We take U(x, t) =ei<tf(x)g(t), fECo"'(U.), gECo"'(] - T, T[).
We may assume for all e, O<e<l, U. is contained in a fixed compact
subset K of Q. By (1. 3) and (2.2), we have

(2.4) IIgllIlP(x, Dx+ip' (x)-r)fll
>C1 2: e'''''H-mIlDx<xfD/(eirtg(t))

I <xl +kSm-l
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By Leibniz formula we obtain easily

(2.5)

/'..
Since 7:kg(7:) = (-I)kD/'g(7:), it follows from Plancherel's theorem that

(2.6) l17:kg(7:)II<CIIgII for some C>O.

By (2. 5) and (2. 6) we have

(2. 7) IIP(x,D",+i~'(x)7:)fll>Cl ~ el«IH-m ~IID",«fll
1«' +k:5m-l

-C/~IIP(<<) (x, Dx+i~'(x)7:)fll
«;toO

Substituting

In (2. 7) yields at once (2. 3).

THEOREM 2. 2. Let the function h be as in Theorem 1. 3. and let
Xo be a point of Q. Suppose that there are constants C, T>O and an
open neighborhood U of Xo in Q such that, for every UECoOO(U xJ- T, TD,
we have

(2.8) ~ IIh(Dt)m-, «'-kD",«D/ull<CIIPlIull
1«1 +k:5m-l

Then there are constants 7:0, C'>O such that, for every 7:>-'0 and every
vECoOO(U),

(2. 9) ~ h(-.)m-I«I-k ~lIe<lID",«vll<C'lIe<lIP(x,D) vII.
1«' +k:5m-l

Proof. We take u(x, t) =ei<tf(x)g(t), fECoOO(U), gECoOO(J - T, TD.
Then we can easily compute

(2. 10) e-Mh(Dt)iD",«D/(ei<tf(x)g(t)) =e-i<f7:kh(Dt)i {ei<tg(t)}

D",«f(x) +~ (ne-i<th(Dt)i(ei<t~-lD/)D",«f(x).

By proof of Theorem 1. 2. in [4J, we have
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Where 11 11. is the norm in the s-th Sobolev space on the real line. If
we apply (2.10) with Dg' instead of g, then we have

(2.12)

By Lemma 1. 1., (2.8), (2.10) & (2.12), we have

(2. 13) :LlIeirtzkh(Dt) i {eirtg (t) }D""f(x) lI<ClIglllIP(x, D"
i2:1

+i~/(x)'t")fll+C'lIgll:LliPC,,) (x, D,,+i~'(x) 't")f 11
,,;to

+~llt (:) zk-1B/ itoh('t")i-i'lIglll+d/IID,,"f(x) 11

Since H2,m(Rn) is imbedded in V (Rn)([l]&[3]) , it follows from
(2. 11) and (2. 13) that

(2.14) :Lh(TVrk (I- Br') IID,,"f(x) 11
i2:1

<CIIP(x, D,,+i~'(x)T)fll+C':LIIP(")(x,D,,+i~'(x)'L")fll
,,;to

By the property of h, it follows from (2.14) that for sufficiently large 't',

(2.15)

+C':LIIP(") (x, D,,+i~'(x) 't")f 11
..;to

Since in the right hand side of (2. 15) the second sum does not exceed
C.. times the first one. Substituting f=e'~v and j=m-Ial-k in (2.15)
yields at once (2.9).
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